The classification performance of deep neural networks has begun to asymptote at near-perfect levels. However, their ability to generalize outside the training set and their robustness to adversarial attacks have not. In this paper, we make progress on this problem by training with full label distributions that reflect human perceptual uncertainty. We first present a new benchmark dataset which we call CIFAR10H, containing a full distribution of human labels for each image of the CIFAR10 test set. We then show that, while contemporary classifiers fail to exhibit human-like uncertainty on their own, explicit training on our dataset closes this gap, supports improved generalization to increasingly out-of-training-distribution test datasets, and confers robustness to adversarial attacks.
Introduction
On natural-image classification benchmarks, state-ofthe-art convolutional neural network (CNN) models have been said to equal or even surpass human performance, as measured in terms of "top-1 accuracy"-the correspondence between the most probable label indicated by the model and the "ground truth" label for a test set of heldout images. As accuracy gains have begun to asymptote at near-perfect levels [11] , there has been increasing focus on out-of-training-set performance-in particular, the ability to generalize to related stimuli [39] , and robustness to adversarial examples [29] . On these tasks, by contrast, CNNs tend to perform rather poorly, whereas humans continue to perform well.
To redress this problem, and provide a better standard for training classifiers, we suggest an alternative objective: not just trying to capture the most likely label, but trying to capture the full distribution over labels. Errors in classification can be just as informative as the correct answers-a network that confuses a dog with a cat, for example, might be judged to generalize better than one that confuses it with a truck * contributed equally Figure 1 : CIFAR10 images for which humans and our best traditionally-trained CNN (Shake-Shake [11] ) agree in their top guess, but systematically differ over other choices.
(see [1] ). Indeed, consider the examples shown in Figure 1 , in which the CNN can be underconfident, overconfident, or systematically incorrect, and yet receive a perfect accuracy score. Capturing this similarity structure is a key part of effective generalization [19] , and an important consideration when building classification models for real-world applications, for example, object avoidance in driverless cars.
Predicting more complete distributions of labels requires first measuring those distributions. Given that we cannot directly extract ground truth perceptual similarity from the world, human categorization behavior is a natural candidate for such a comparison. Indeed, there is often a lack of human consensus on the category of an object, and human errors often convey important information about the structure of the visual world [31] . Beyond complementing training paradigms, collecting these full label distributions from humans to better model human biases and predict their errors is interesting in itself-this time, for example, to help a driverless car infer the actions of nearby human drivers. Finally, although there has been much work scaling the number of images in datasets [18] , and investigating label noise [40, 12, 48] , little effort has been put into identifying the benefits from increasing the richness of (informative) label distributions for image classification tasks.
To these ends, we make the following contributions:
• We present a novel soft-label dataset which we call CIFAR10H, comprising full label distributions for the entire 10,000-image CIFAR10 test set, utilizing over 500k crowdsourced human categorization judgments.
• We show that when state-of-the-art CNN classifiers are trained using these soft labels, they generalize better to out-of-sample datasets than hard-label controls.
• We present a performance benchmark assessing model fit to human labels, and show that models trained using alternative label distributions do not approximate human uncertainty as well.
• We show that when CNNs are trained to perform well on this benchmark they are significantly more resistant to adversarial attacks.
Taken together, our results support more fine-grained evaluations of model generalization behavior and demonstrate the potential utility of one method for integrating human perceptual similarity into paradigms for training classifiers.
Related Work
Hierarchical Classification. Work on using class confusion or hierarchy to improve classification accuracy or robustness dates back to early works of e.g., Griffin and Perona [14] , Marszalek and Schmid [34] , or Zweig and Weinshall [53] . Class label hierarchies have been used to enable e.g., sharing of representations [47, 9, 22] , effective combination of models [23] , or improved accuracy of classification through hierarchical prediction [32, 8] . Benchmarks have occasionally proposed using hierarchical metrics for evaluation (e.g., the hierarchical error rate of ILSVRC 2010 and 2011 [41] ). Overall though the dominant paradigm has focused on evaluating the top-K accuracy rather analyzing the errors of the system, and the hierarchical structure has been used mostly for training. We argue it is time to rethink this. First, modern large-scale open-world complex datasets no longer guarantee non-overlapping object classes [26] , making hierarchical class confusion particularly meaningful. Second, existing methods are becoming remarkably good at top-K accuracy, so an increasing focus on their robustness with regard to adversarial examples [44, 13, 2] or distributional shift [45, 39] is warranted. In this work we present to our knowledge the first large-scale evaluation of generalization to human uncertainty in image classification.
Knowledge Distillation. The label hierarchies used to aid recognition can be manually constructed [6, 3] , derived from linguistic knowledge bases [10, 9] , or learned automatically [14, 19] . Our work is closest to the former (manual construction), although instead of explicitly constructing a class hierarchy we rely on human confusion between the classes to infer the relationship between the classes for a given image. While being derived from human confusion, our work bears some resemblance to the knowledge distillation approach of [19] . In knowledge distillation, these labels are provided by the smoothed softmax probabilities from a pre-trained classification model. When soft labels are combined with ground truths, a form of model transfer and compression is achieved, because the softmax probabilities carry crucial information. The rationale for this process is similar to our own: networks (and humans) gain great robustness from distilling important information about similarity structure into the distributions we infer over images and their categories. However, the use of a network to provide them (i.e., the standard application of knowledge distillation) is itself problematic without a gold standard to compare to: there is no guarantee that the similarity structure a model has learned is correct.
Soft Labels. One of the core contributions of our work is around using the soft labels provided through human confusion as a replacement for one-hot label encodings. Several methods have been proposed as alternatives to one-hot encodings, e.g., using heuristics to smooth the top-1 label during large-scale 1000+ way classification [43] or incorporating test-time human uncertainty into a collaborative computer vision system [4] . mixup [51] is another recently developed method for automatically generating soft labels based on convex combinations of pairs of examples and their hard labels, and has been shown to improve generalization and adversarial robustness while reducing memorization. However, since the linearity constraint is constant across all pairs of classes, and the labels are one-hot, it is difficult to see how the softness in such labels is a full measure of perceptual likeness.
Human studies. Lastly, there are a number of studies that also use human experts to provide distributional information over training labels in related classification fields, such as medical diagnosis systems [35, 36] . While the theoretical cases these studies present support our own, they do not provide a large-scale testbed for evaluation of other classification models. Notably, the human uncertainty labels frequently don't need to be explicitly collected but will become automatically available in the process of data collection. Much of crowdsourcing work focuses on reconciling human labels and mitigating their disagreement (c.f., Kovashka et al. [25] for a survey). Our approach proposes utilizing these human disagreements to improve the accuracy and robustness of a model, complementing existing work aimed at leveraging "errors" in human labeling [27] .
From Labels to Label Distributions
The standard practice for image classification tasks is to train using "ground truth" labels provided in common benchmark datasets, for example, ILSVRC12 [41] , and CIFAR10 [28] , where the "true" category for each image is decided through human consensus (the modal choice) or by the database creators. Although a useful simplification in many cases, we suggest that this approximation introduces a bias into the learning framework that has important distributional implications. To see this, first consider the standard loss minimization objective during training given below:
in which the loss L for a model with parameters θ is minimized with respect to observed data samples {x i , y i } n i=1 . Our goal in training a model in this way is to generalize well to unseen data: to minimize the expected loss over unobserved labels given observed images {x j } m j=1 drawn from the same underlying data distribution in the future:
When we consider the second term in this product, we can see that using modal labels during dataset construction would only be an optimal estimator if for any stimulus x, the underlying conditional data distribution p(y|x) is zero for every category c apart from the one assigned by human consensus. By contrast, when we consider the network and human confusions seen in Figure 1 , we can see there do exist cases in which this assumption violates human allocation of probabilities. How, then, can we reach a more natural approximation of p(y|x)? For some problems, it is easy to just sample from some real set of data p(x, y), but for image classification, we must rely on humans as a gold standard for providing a good estimate of p(y|x). If we expect the human image label distribution p hum (y|x) to better reflect the natural distribution over categories given an image, we can use it as an improved estimator for p(y|x).
In the case where f θ (x) is a distribution p θ (y|x) and L(f, x, y) is the negative log-likelihood, the expected loss reduces to the cross-entropy between the human distribution and that predicted by the classifier:
This implies that the optimal strategy for gathering training pairs {x i , y i } n i=1 is to sample them from p hum (y|x). Our dataset provides this distribution directly, so that models may be trained on human labels or evaluated against them, or better approximations of p(y|x) for natural images be found. In turn, better approximation of this underlying data distribution should be expected to give better generalization and robustness.
Dataset Construction
While larger-scale popular datasets such as Ima-geNet [41] , Places [52] , or COCO [33] might seem like the best starting point, CIFAR10 in particular has several unique and attractive properties. First, the dataset is still of enough interest to the community that state-of-the-art image classifiers are being developed on it [11, 21] . Second, the dataset is small enough to allow us to collect substantial human data for the entire test set of images. Third, the low resolution of the images is useful for producing variation in human responses. Human error rates for high resolution images with non-overlapping object categories are sufficiently low that it is hard to get a meaningful signal from a relatively small number of responses. Finally, CIFAR10 contains a number of examples that are close to the category boundaries, in contrast with other datasets that are more carefully curated such that each image is selected to be a good example of the category. Our final CIFAR10H behavioral dataset consists of 511,400 human categorization decisions over the 10,000-image testing subset of CIFAR10 (approx. 50 judgments per image).
Image Stimuli
We collected human judgments for all 10,000 32 × 32 color images in the testing subset of CIFAR10. This contains 1,000 images for each of the following 10 categories: airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and truck. This allows us to evalulate models pretrained on the CIFAR10 training set using the same testing images, but in terms of a different distribution over labels, detailed in the next section.
Human Judgments
We collected 511,400 human classifications over our stimulus set via Amazon Mechanical Turk [5] -to our knowledge, the largest of its kind reported in a single study to date. In the task, participants were asked to categorize each image by clicking one of the 10 labels surrounding it as quickly and accurately as possible (but with no time limit). Label positions were shuffled between candidates. After an initial training phase, each participant (2,571 total) categorized 200 images, 20 from each category. Every 20 trials, an obvious image was presented as an attention check, and participants who scored below 75% on these were removed from the final analysis (14 total). We collected 51 judgments per image on average (range: 47 − 63). Average completion time was 15 minutes, and workers were paid $1.50 total. Examples of distributions over categorization judgments for a selection of images is shown in Figure 1 .
Generalization Under Distributional Shift
Our general strategy is to train a range of classifiers using our soft labels and assess their performance on heldout validation sets and a number of generalization datasets with increasing distributional shift. We expect the human information about image label uncertainty to be most useful when test datasets are increasingly out-of-distribution.
Setup
Models. We trained eight CNN architectures (VGG [42] , ResNet [16] , Wide ResNet [50] , ResNet preact [17] , ResNext [49] , DenseNet [20] , PyramidNet [15] , and Shake-Shake [11] ) to minimize the crossentropy loss between softmax outputs and the full human-label distributions for images in CIFAR10H. The models were trained using PyTorch [38] , adapting the repository found in the footnote. 1 For each architecture, we train 10 models using 10fold cross validation (using 9,000 images for training each time) and at test time average the results across the 10 runs. We use k-fold instead of a single validation set in order to obtain more stable results. We used the default hyperparameters in the repository for all models, following [39] for the sake of reproducibility, except for the learning rate. We trained each model for a maximum of 150 epochs using the Adam [24] optimizer, and performed a grid-search over base learning rates 0.2, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 (we found 0.1 to be optimal in all cases).
Test Datasets. A key prediction from section 3 is that the uncertainty in our labels will be increasingly informative when generalizing to increasingly out-of-training-sample distributions. We test this prediction empirically by examining generalization ability to the following datasets:
CIFAR10: This is the standard within-dataset evaluation. Since our CIFAR10H soft labels are for the CIFAR10 test set, here we use the 50,000-images of the standard CIFAR10 training set to instead evaluate the models.
CIFAR10.1v6,v4: These are two 2,000-image nearsample datasets created by [39] to assess overfitting to CIFAR10 "test" data often used for validation. The images are taken from TinyImages [46] and match the sub-class distributions in CIFAR10. v6 has 200 images per class while v4 is the original class-unbalanced version (90% overlap).
CINIC10: This is an out-of-sample generalization test. The CINIC10 dataset collected by [7] contains both CIFAR10 images and rescaled ImageNet images from equivalent classes [7] . For example, images from the airplane, aeroplane, plane (airliner) and airplane, aeroplane, plane (bomber) ImageNet classes were allocated to the airplane CIFAR10 top-level class. Here we use only the 210,000 images taken from ImageNet.
ImageNet-Far: Finally, as stronger exemplar of distributional shift, we built ImageNet-Far. As above, we used rescaled ImageNet images, but chose classes that might not be under direct inheritance from the CIFAR10synonymous classes. For example, for the CIFAR10 label deer, we included the ImageNet categories ibex, gazelle, and for the CIFAR10 label horse we included the ImageNet category zebra, which was not included in CINIC10.
Generalization Measures. We evaluate each model on each test set in terms of both accuracy and crossentropy. Accuracy remains a centrally important measure of classification performance for the task of out-of-sample generalization. As accuracy ignores the probability assigned to a guess, we also employ the crossentropy metric to evaluate model behavior: how confident it is in its top prediction, and whether its distribution over alternative categories is sensible. Note that this interpretation arises naturally when computing crossentropy with a one-hot vector, as only the probability mass allocated to the ground-truth choice contributes to the score. Crossentropy becomes even more informative when computed with respect to human soft labels that distribute the mass unlike one-hot vectors. In this case, the second guess of the network, which provides a sense of the most confusable classes for an image, will likely be a large secondary contributor to the loss. To provide a more readily interpretable heuristic measure of this, we introduce a new accuracy measure called second-best accuracy (SBA). While top-1 accuracy may largely asymptote, we expect that gains in SBA may still have a way to go.
Soft Labels Hard Labels

Soft Labels Hard Labels Figure 2 : Generalization results. Left: accuracy against ground-truth labels, for increasingly out-of-training-sample distributions, averaged across CNNs. Accuracy was higher using human labels for every individual CNN and dataset. Center: crossentropy against ground-truth labels, averaged across CNNs. Loss was lower using human labels for every individual CNN and dataset. Right: Second best accuracy (SBA) for all models using CIFAR10H held out set, averaged across folds. 
Human Labels Improve Generalization
We train each CNN described above on both one-hot labels (default, control) and on CIFAR10H soft human labels (ours), and evaluate on each of the proposed test sets with increasingly out-of-sample distributions.
Our first finding is that when we train CNNs on CIFAR10H soft labels, their accuracy improves on all generalization datasets compared to our control (Figure 2 , left). This pattern was replicated across individual crossvalidation folds for every individual model (not shown).
A key feature of this boost in generalization is that it increases as test datasets become increasingly out-of-trainingdistribution (horizontal axis, left to right). For example, while using human soft labels gives us only a 1% improve-ment (from 83.5% to 84.5%) when evaluated on CIFAR10, the same models when evaluated on ImageNet-Far achieved an accuracy gain of 2% on average (from 49.4% to 51.4%).
This pattern is even more evident when we consider the crossentropy metric (Figure 2, center) . For example, while using human soft labels gives us a 29% reduction in crossentropy (from 0.7 to 0.5) when evaluated on CIFAR10, the same models when evaluated on ImageNet-Far achieve a reduction of 38% on average (from 2.9 to 1.8). These results imply that models trained on our soft labels show better confidence in their correct choices, and allocate more probability to the ground-truth during errors.
Finally, CNNs trained on our soft labels consistently show significant boosts in SBA compared to controls, performing on average 5% better (Figure 2 , right). This shows improvement in generalization in a broader sense: the distribution of the most likely two categories has important consequences for the graceful degradation in generalization we hope a good model provides, as well as for the nature of guesses made by a classification model when it is wrong. Figure 3 provides an additional picture of model behavior on our validation folds beyond overall generalization performance. Encouragingly, we find that soft-label-trained models are significantly less confident when incorrect than hard-label-trained controls, but only marginally less confident when correct (Figure 3a) , and more generally provide a better fit to patterns of human uncertainty (Figure 3b ).
Alternative Soft Label Methods
Above, we show out-of-sample classification benefits arise from training on our human labels. One natural question that arises is whether this improvement is the result of simply training with soft labels (i.e., allowing the model to distribute the probability mass over more than one class), or due to the fact that this distribution explicitly mimics human uncertainty. Here we show the answer is the latter. Fine-tuning on human targets also produces the best generalization in terms crossentropy on CIFAR10.1.
Setup
Training. We set out to demonstrate that training with human labels provides benefits even over competitive baselines. We use the same CNN architectures and setup as in Section 5.1 with one notable exception: we pre-train the networks before incorporating the soft labels (this allows us to achieve the best possible fit to humans). To do so, we train using the standard CIFAR10 training protocol using 50,000 images and the optimal hyperparameters in the repository, either largely replicating or surpassing the original accuracies proposed in the papers for each architecture. We then fine-tune each pretrained model using either hardlabel controls or our human soft labels on the CIFAR10 test set. This fine-tuning phase mirrors the training phrase from Section 5.1: we used 10-folds, trained for 150 epochs, and searched over learning rates 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001.
Evaluation. We evaluate the results on the holdout folds of CIFAR10H with both human soft labels and ground truth hard labels, as well as on the ground truth hard labels of both the CIFAR10.1v4 and CIFAR10.1v6 datasets. We also shift our attention to evaluating crossentropy rather than accuracy. With CIFAR10 pretraining, the accuracy of all models is high, but this gives no indication of the level of confidence or the "reasonableness" of errors. Crossentropy, on the other hand, does exactly that: measures the level of confidence when evaluated on hard labels and the "reasonableness" of errors when evaluated on human soft labels.
Methods
To test for simpler and potentially equally effective alternatives to approximating the uncertainty in human judgments, we include a number of competitive baselines below.
Ground Truth Control. The first baseline we consider is a "control" fine-tuning condition where we use identical image data splits, but fine-tune using the ground-truth hard labels. This is expected to improve upon the pretrained model as it utilizes the additional 9,000 images previously unseen.
Class-level Penalty. One much simpler alternative to image-level human soft labels is class-level soft labels. That is, instead of specifying how much each image resembles each category, we could simply specify which classes are more confusable on average using a class-level penalty. However, while we know, for example, that dogs and cats are likely more confusable on average than dogs and cars, it's not clear what the optimal class-level penalties should be. Since exhaustively searching for competitive interclass penalties is inefficient, we propose to generate goldstandard penalties by summing and re-normalizing our human probabilities within each class (i.e., resulting in exactly 10 unique soft-label vectors). This also allows us to determine if image-level information in our human soft labels is actually being utilized as opposed to class-level statistics across image exemplars. In this baseline, fine-tuning simply uses these greatly compressed soft vectors as targets.
Knowledge Distillation. As discussed in Section 2, softmax probabilities of a trained neural network can be used as soft labels because they contain information inferred by the network about the similarity between categories and among images. The pretrained networks from this section provide such probabilities and so provide a corresponding baseline. However, we can infer from the results in Section 5.2 that hard-label-trained CNNs infer class probabilities that do not approximate those of humans, because incorporating explicit supervision to humans provides different results in terms of generalization. So, to provide a stronger baseline in this respect, we include an ensemble of the predictions from all eight models (i.e., providing soft predictions due to uncertainty from variation across models).
mixup. mixup is a technique for soft label generation that improves the generalization of natural image classification models trained on CIFAR10 among others [51] -see Section 2. As such, it provides an interesting and competitive baseline with which to compare training with human soft labels. Concretely, mixup generates soft labels by taking convex combinations of pairs of examples, encouraging linear behavior between them. These combinations constitute virtual training examples (x,ȳ) that are sampled from a vicinial distribution, and take on the form
where (x i , x j ) are examples from the dataset, and (y i , y j ) are their labels. The strength of the interpolation λ ∈ [0, 1] is sampled according to Beta(α, α), where α is a hyperparameter. For our mixup baseline, we apply this procedure to the ground truth labels corresponding to each of the same 10 splits used above. For each architecture, we searched for the best value of α from 0.1 to 1.0 in increments of 0.1.
Soft Labels Versus Sampling. Finally, we run one additional experiment beyond the soft label baselines above. Results from Section 5 suggest that human soft labels are useful, but how should we best incorporate them into training? In Section 3, we justified using human probabilities as targets to minimize the expected loss. However, another valid option is to sample from p hum (y|x), i.e., sample one-hot labels from categorical distribution parameterized by the human probabilities conditioned on each image. If we sample a new label each time the image is presented to the network for a new gradient update, the label uncertainty will still be incorporated, but there will be additional variation in the gradients that could act as further regularization. To test for any such advantages of label sampling, we fine-tuned a second corresponding set of models using this method, sampling a new label for each image on each epoch.
Human Soft Labels Beat Alternatives
Results are summarized for each architecture and method in Table 1 . The first column is our primary measure of fit to humans; the last two assess further generalization.
Note that for pretrained models (first row of each subtable) crossentropy to ground truth labels is always lower than human soft labels, verifying what we expected: human soft labels provide additional information that is not inferred via training with ground truth. This is a first test that the information (informative probabilities) usually inferred by these networks using hard labels (i.e., knowledge distillation) does not agree with humans. We further tested an ensemble of all eight networks in the top rows (i.e., with no fine-tuning on human soft labels), and while this model is more like humans than any individual hard-label-trained model (crossentropy is 0.41), it is still not a substitute for human supervision. The benefit from our labels also appears to manifest during generalization, as in the last two columns (i.e., v4 and v6 holdout sets) they show higher crossentropy than alternative approaches. Next, looking at the same top rows, note that there is little correspondence between recency of the architecture and fit to humans. In fact, Shake-Shake is the state-of-the-art of the eight yet is not one of the top three models in terms of fit to humans.
In the remaining rows of each sub-table, we can see an increase in fit to humans using our various fine-tuning schemes. This is expected in all cases given that all of these models are ultimately given more data than pretrained models. However, not all fine-tuning methods are equally effective. Importantly, fit to humans (second column) is best when either using our image-level soft labels or sampling hard labels using them (bottom two rows). Interestingly, category soft labels (4th rows) were also effective, but to a lesser degree. mixup was more effective than using ground truth labels alone, but less effective than any methods using human information. Lastly, we note that, while omitted for brevity, we found no loss in accuracy when using human labels in any of the conditions that utilized them.
Robustness to Adversarial Attacks
Because our soft labels contain information about the similarity structure of images that is relevant to the structure of perceptual boundaries, we might expect that representations learned in service of predicting them would be more robust to adversarial attacks, particularly in cases where similar categories make for good attack targets. Moreover, subsequent explorations of knowledge distillation [19, 37] have demonstrated that such practices can support adversarial robustness. If human judgments of perceptual similar- ity are superior to those inferred by CNNs-in the form of p(y|x)-we would expect distillation of human knowledge into a CNN would at the very least also increase robustness.
Setup. We use the same pretrained and fine-tuned (hard versus soft) models from Section 6. To measure robustness after each training scheme, we evaluate both accuracy and crossentropy (the latter again being a more sensitive measure of both confidence and entropy) against the hard class labels. As attack methods, we evaluate two additive noise attacks: the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [29] , and Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) [30] , using the mister ed toolkit 2 for PyTorch. For both methods, we explored ∞ bounds of 4 to 8 in increments of 1. Since we found no significant differences in the results, we report all attack results using a constant ∞ bound of 4 for brevity.
Human Soft Labels Confer Robustness. FGSM results are reported in Table 2 , averaged over all 10,000 images in the CIFAR10 test set. In all cases, crossentropy (which attack methods seek to maximize) is much lower (roughly half) after attacking the human-tuned network compared to fine-tuning with original one-hot labels. For five out of eight architectures, accuracy also improves when using human soft targets. The two largest differences (Wide Resnet and ResNet preact) favor the human labels as well. Note that no explicit (defensive) training was required to obtain these improvements beyond previous training with human labels. Without active defensive training, PGD is expected to drive accuracy to 0% given enough iterations. To explore the intrinsic defenses of our two label-training conditions to PGD attacks, we plot the increase in loss for each architecture and label-training scheme in Figure 4 . While accuracy was driven to 0% for each network when trained on standard labels, and 1% for each network with human labels, 2 github.com/revbucket/mister_ed/ Soft Labels Hard Labels PGD Iteration Crossentropy Figure 4 : Crossentropy as a function of PGD iteration. Successive iterations increase crossentropy as expected, but more slowly after soft-label fine-tuning. loss for the former is driven up much more rapidly, whereas the latter asymptotes quickly. Put simply, a much higher degree of effort is required to successfully attack networks that behave more like humans.
Discussion
In this work, we have demonstrated that incorporating information about human category uncertainty at the imagelevel can help protect against the perils of distributional shift and adversarial attacks. Notably, common classification benchmarks often do not naturally provide such protections on their own [45] . Further, besides explicitly incorporating this information, it gives a way of measuring whether our learning algorithms are inferring good similarity structure (beyond just top-1 performance). If we can begin to find good learning procedures that derive such information, we can obtain human-like robustness in our models without the need of explicit human supervision. However, developing such a robust models will take significant time and research-our dataset provides a first step (an initial gold standard with respect to a popular benchmark) in measuring this progress, even when not used for training.
Although our data collection method does not immediately seem to scale to larger training sets, it's certainly possible to collect informative label distributions at a cost comparable to what we often spend on compute to find better top-1-fitting architectures. Interestingly, we found that the bulk of human uncertainty is concentrated in approximately 30% of the images in our dataset, meaning straightforward and much more efficient methods for mining only these more informative labels can be employed. In any case, we see the main contribution of such datasets as testing environments for algorithms intended for much larger datasets.
